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1 Introduction
Stable massive particles (SMPs) offer spectacular detector signatures entirely without
physics backgrounds. This paper summarizes the results of two searches for SMPs [2,
3] performed with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC using 34-37 pb−1 from 2010.
2 Outline of the searches
Lepton-like SMPs, such as long-lived sleptons, are expected to lose energy through
EM processes and give rise to a detector signature similar to that of slow-moving
muons. Hadron-like SMPs, such as R-hadrons, could exchange electric charge when
penetrating the detector material and therefore possibly be dominantly neutral in
the inner tracker or the muon spectrometer [4, 5, 6]. Therefore, two strategies were
pursued.
The first search [2] targets hadron-like SMPs uses only the inner detector (ID) and
calorimetry in ATLAS, without relying on the muon spectrometer (MS). In events
triggered by a EmissT > 40 GeV signature, slow-particle candidates are sought as
tracks with pT > 50 GeV in |η| < 1.7. The speed of the candidate is then estimated
in two independent ways. Through the Bethe-Bloch relation βγ is extracted from the
ionization energy loss measurement in the Pixel detector, and β is estimated from
time-of-flight measurements in the Tile calorimeter. By combining the track momen-
tum and speed measurements, two mass estimates are obtained through m = p/βγ.
The signal regions are defined in the resulting two-dimensional mass plane, and a
data-driven method is used to estimate the yields from background processes.
The second search [3] relies on a signal in the MS. A muon trigger was used to
collect the experimental data, and two selections were defined to target lepton-like
and hadron-like SMPs separately. For the lepton-like SMPs, two candidates with
pT > 40 GeV are required in the events, each with a combined track in both the ID
and MS. For the hadron-like SMP selection only one candidate with pT > 60 GeV is
required per event, and in the absence of combined tracks standalone MS tracks are
also used, in order to be sensitive to R-hadrons that are neutral in the ID and charged
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in the MS. One single β measurement is then formed using information from both the
monitored drift tube precision chambers and the fast resistive plate trigger chambers
in the muon spectrometer, as well as the Tile calorimeter where available. Combined
with the track momentum measurement, a mass estimate can be calculated for each
candidate. A data-driven background estimate was also used for this search.
3 Results
In both searches the observations agree well with the low predicted yields due to
instrumental effects in a background-only hypothesis, and 95% C.L. cross section
limits are calculated for the production cross section of each signal scenario. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the extracted cross section limits along with theoretical predictions
for production of g˜, t˜ and b˜ (left), and a model of gauge-mediated supersymmetry
breaking (GMSB) featuring a stable ˜` (right). The intersections give the resulting
mass constraints: mg˜ > 586 GeV, mt˜ > 309 GeV, mb˜ > 284 GeV and mτ˜ > 136 GeV.
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Figure 1: Measured 95% C.L. upper cross section limits for R-hadrons (left) and
long-lived sleptons (right), along with predictions based on theoretical calculations.
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